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New(ish) 7s including any front- & -back Hook(s) & ANAGRAM(s) 

CABOVER ABCEORV CABOVER -S, truck having driver's compartment over engine [n -S] 

CACHACA AAACCCH CACHACA -S, Brazilian liquor [n -S] 

CAFARDS AACDFRS CAFARD, state of depression [n] 

CAGOULE ACEGLOU CAGOULE -S, hooded waterproof garment [n -S] 

CAKEBOX ABCEKOX container for cake (sweet baked food) [n -ES] 

CALIXES ACEILSX CALIX, cup [n] 

CALLOUT ACLLOTU CALLOUT -S, CALLOUT, OUTCALL, inset in printed article [n -S] 

CALLUNA AACLLNU CALLUNA -S, CALLUNA, LACUNAL, evergreen shrub [n -S] 

CALZONI ACILNOZ CALZONE, turnover with savory filling [n] 

CAMWOOD ACDMOOW CAMWOOD -S, African hardwood tree [n -S] 

CAMCORD ACCDMOR CAMCORD -S, to videotape with portable camera [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CANINGS ACGINNS CANING, punishment with cane [n] 

CANKLES ACEKLNS CANKLES, SLACKEN, CANKLE, thick ankle [n]  

CANTHIC ACCHINT CANTHUS, corner of eye [adj] 

CAPCOMS ACCMOPS CAPCOM, ground operator who communicates with astronaut [n]  

CAPEESH ACEEHPS CAPEESH, PEACHES, capisce (used to ask if one understands) [interj] 

CAPICHE ACCEHIP to capisce [v]  

CAPISCE ACCEIPS CAPISCE, ICECAPS, IPECACS, used to ask if one understands [interj] 

CAPRESE ACEEPRS CAPRESE -S, CAPRESE, ESCAPER, RESPACE, salad containing mozzarella, tomatoes, basil, and olive oil [n -S] 

CAPTCHA AACCHPT CAPTCHA -S, Turing test used to vet website users [n -S]  

CARDIOS ACDIORS CARDIOS, SARCOID, CARDIO, exercise involving heart and blood vessels [n] 

CARIBOO ABCIOOR CARIBOO -S, caribou (large deer) [n -S] 

CARINGS ACGINRS ARCINGS, CARINGS, RACINGS, SACRING, SCARING, CARING, work of looking after someone [n] 

CARTFUL ACFLRTU CARTFUL -S, cartload (as much as cart can hold) [n -S] 

CARVERY ACERRVY buffet restaurant serving roast beef [n -RIES] 

CASELAW AACELSW CASELAW -S, law established by previous cases [n -S] 

CATAGEN AACEGNT CATAGEN -S, hair growth period [n -S]  

CAVEOLA AACELOV CAVEOLA -ER, small pit in cell [n -E]  

CERESIN CEEINRS CERESIN -S, CERESIN, SINCERE, hard whitish wax [n -S] 

CERVIDS CDEIRSV CERVID, mammal of deer family [n] 

CHAINER ACEHINR CHAINER -S, ARCHINE, CHAINER, chainman (surveyor's assistant who uses measuring chain) [n -S] 

CHAMBRE ABCEHMR BECHARM, BRECHAM, CHAMBER, CHAMBRE, brought (as wine) to room temperature [adj] 

CHAPPAL AACHLPP CHAPPAL -S, sandal worn in India [n -S] 

CHEVETS CEEHSTV CHEVETS, VETCHES, CHEVET, apsidal end of church [n] 

CHICOTS CCHIOST CHICOT, dead tree [n] 

CHILLAX ACHILLX to calm down [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

CHINOIS CHIINOS cone-shaped sieve [n -ES] 

CHINSED CDEHINS CHINSED, SCHNEID, CHINSE, to fill seams in boat or cabin [v] 

CHINSES CEHINSS CHINSE, to fill seams in boat or cabin [v] 

CHIPSET CEHIPST CHIPSET -S, CHIPSET, PITCHES, set of integrated circuits [n -S] 

CHITALS ACHILST CHITAL, Asian deer [n] 

CHOKEYS CEHKOSY CHOKEYS, HOCKEYS, CHOKEY, choky (prison) [n] 

CHOKIES CEHIKOS CHOKIES -T, CHOKY, prison [n] 

CHUCKER CCEHKRU CHUCKER -S, one that chucks (to throw (to propel through air with movement of arm)) [n -S] 

CHUNDER CDEHNRU CHUNDER -S, CHUNDER, CHURNED, to vomit (to eject contents of stomach through mouth) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHUPPOT CHOPPTU CHUPPA, chuppah [n] / CHUPPAH, canopy used at Jewish wedding [n] / HUPPAH, chuppah [n] 
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CHUSING CGHINSU CHUSE, to choose (to take by preference) [v] 

CHYRONS CHNORSY CHYRON, type of digital graphic video overlay [n]  

CIGGIES CEGGIIS CIGGIE, cigarette [n] / CIGGY [n] 

CLITTER CEILRTT CLITTER -S, to make thin rattling sound [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CLOTBUR BCLORTU CLOTBUR -S, type of plant with prickly seeds [n -S] 

CLUCKER CCEKLRU CLUCKER -S, chicken [n -S] 

CLUMPER CELMPRU CLUMPER -S, CLUMPER, CRUMPLE, large floating chunk of ice [n -S] 

CLUMPET CELMPTU CLUMPET -S, clumper (large floating chunk of ice) [n -S] 

COADIES ACDEIOS COADIES, CODEIAS, COADY, sauce made from molasses [n] 

COCKIES CCEIKOS COCKIES -T, COCKY, cockatoo (parrot) [n] 

CODEXES CDEEOSX CODEX, ancient manuscript [n] 

CODINGS CDGINOS CODING, process of converting into symbols [n] 

COKINGS CGIKNOS COKINGS, SOCKING, COKING, process of converting coal into coke (carbon fuel) [n] 

COLBIES BCEILOS COLBY, mild cheese [n] 

COLTANS ACLNOST COLTAN, black ore containing columbite and tantalite [n] 

COMFILY CFILMOY COMFY, comfortable [adv] 

COMMISH CHIMMOS commissioner [n -ES] 

COMSATS ACMOSST COMSATS, MASCOTS, SATCOMS, COMSAT, trademark [n] 

CONLANG ACGLNNO CONLANG -S, constructed language [n -S]  

CONNORS CNNOORS CONNOR, saltwater fish [n] 

CONURES CENORSU CONURE, tropical American parakeet [n] 

CORELLA ACELLOR CORELLA -S, CORELLA, OCELLAR, small cockatoo [n -S] 

CORIUMS CIMORSU CORIUM, skin layer [n] 

CORMLET CELMORT CORMLET -S, small corm [n -S] 

CORNETT CENORTT CORNETT -IOS, cornetto (musical wind instrument) [n -S] 

COROZOS COOORSZ COROZO, tropical palm tree [n] 

COTEAUS ACEOSTU ACETOUS, COTEAUS, COTEAU, higher ground of region [n] 

COVINES CEINOSV COVINES, NOVICES, COVINE, covin (conspiracy to defraud) [n] 

COWLIKE CEIKLOW resembling cow [adj] 

COWPUNK CKNOPUW COWPUNK -S, music combining country and western styles with punk rock [n -S] 

COWTOWN CNOOTWW COWTOWN -S, town or city in cattle-raising area [n -S] 

CRACKIE ACCEIKR CRACKIE -RS, small dog of mixed breed [n -S] 

CRETONS CENORST CORNETS, CRETONS, spread of shredded pork and onions [n] 

CROFTED CDEFORT CROFT, to farm on small tenant farm [v] 

CROTALE ACELORT CROTALE -S, CROTALE, LOCATER, small cymbal [n -S] 

CRUISEY CEIRSUY cruisy (frequented by homosexuals seeking partners) [adj -SIER, -SIEST] 

CSARDAS AACDRSS czardas (Hungarian dance) [n -ES] 

CUBBING BBCGINU CUB, to give birth to young of certain animals [v] 

CUEISTS CEISSTU CUEISTS, CUTISES, ICTUSES, CUEIST, one that uses cue (straight tapering rod) in billiards [n] 

CULCHIE CCEHILU CULCHIE -RS, offensive word [n -S] / offensive word [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

CULMINA ACILMNU CULMEN, upper ridge of bird's beak [n] 

CULSHIE CEHILSU CULSHIE -RS, offensive word [n -S] / offensive word [adj -R, -ST] 

CUMMING CGIMMNU S- CUMMING, CUM, offensive word [v] 

CURTANA AACNRTU CURTANA -S, type of English sword [n -S] 

CYATHIA AACHITY CYATHIUM, flower head of certain plants [n] 
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CABLINGS ABCGILNS CABLING, cable or cables used for fastening something [n] 

CABOVERS ABCEORSV CABOVER, truck having driver's compartment over engine [n] 

CACHACAS AAACCCHS CACHACA, Brazilian liquor [n] 

CAESIOUS ACEIOSSU bluish green [adj] 

CAGOULES ACEGLOSU CAGOULE, hooded waterproof garment [n] 

CAKEHOLE ACEEHKLO CAKEHOLE -S, person's mouth [n -S] 

CALATHEA AAACEHLT CALATHEA -S, plant with colorful leaves [n -S] 

CALCRETE ACCEELRT CALCRETE -S, type of concrete made with calcium carbonate [n -S] 

CALFHOOD ACDFHLOO CALFHOOD -S, state or time of being calf [n -S] 

CALLALOU AACLLLOU CALLALOU -S, callaloo (crabmeat soup) [n -S] 

CALLOUTS ACLLOSTU CALLOUTS, LOCUSTAL, OUTCALLS, CALLOUT, inset in printed article [n] 

CALLOWLY ACLLLOWY CALLOW, immature (not fully grown or developed) [adv] 

CALLUNAS AACLLNSU CALLUNA, evergreen shrub [n] 

CAMBOOSE ABCEMOOS CAMBOOSE -S, large cabin at logging camp [n -ES] 

CAMCORDS ACCDMORS CAMCORD, to videotape with portable camera [v] 

CAMWOODS ACDMOOSW CAMWOOD, African hardwood tree [n] 

CANDYMAN AACDMNNY one who sells illegal drugs [n -MEN] 

CANDYMEN ACDEMNNY CANDYMAN, one who sells illegal drugs [n] 

CANOEMEN ACEEMNNO CANOEMAN, canoeist (one who canoes) [n] 

CANTHARI AACHINRT two-handled drinking cups [n CANTHARI] 

CANTORIS ACINORST CANTORIS, CAROTINS, CORTINAS, to be sung by north side of choir in church [adj] 

CANTUSES ACENSSTU CANTUSES, NUTCASES, CANTUS, style of church music [n] 

CAPONISE ACEINOPS CAPONISE -DS, CANOPIES, CAPONISE, to caponize (to geld rooster) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

CAPRESES ACEEPRSS CAPRESES, ESCAPERS, RESPACES, CAPRESE, salad containing mozzarella, tomatoes, basil, and olive oil [n] 

CAPTCHAS AACCHPST CAPTCHA, Turing test used to vet website users [n]  

CARIBOOS ABCIOORS CARIBOO, caribou (large deer) [n] 

CARINGLY ACGILNRY in caring manner [adv] 

CARRYCOT ACCORRTY CARRYCOT -S, portable baby's cot [n -S] 

CARSPIEL ACEILPRS CARSPIEL -S, CALIPERS, CARSPIEL, REPLICAS, SPIRACLE, curling match in which curlers compete for car [n -S] 

CARTFULS ACFLRSTU CARTFUL, cartload (as much as cart can hold) [n] 

CASELAWS AACELSSW CASELAW, law established by previous cases [n] 

CASHBACK AABCCHKS CASHBACK -S, incentive of cash given back to purchaser [n -S] 

CASSIOPE ACEIOPSS CASSIOPE -S, evergreen shrub [n -S] 

CASTERED ACDEERST CASTER, small, swiveling wheel [adj] 

CATAGENS AACEGNST CATAGEN, hair growth period [n]  

CATALYSE AACELSTY CATALYSE -DS, ACYLATES, CATALYSE, to catalyze (to act as catalyst) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

CATBRIAR AABCIRRT CATBRIAR -S, catbrier (thorny vine) [n -S] 

CATCHILY ACCHILTY CATCHY, pleasing and easily remembered [adv] 

CAVEOLAE AACEELOV CAVEOLA, small pit in cell [n]  

CAVEOLAR AACELORV pertaining to caveola (small pit in cell) [adj]  

CEDARIER ACDEEIRR CEDARY, CEDAR, evergreen tree [adj] 

CENOZOIC CCEINOOZ of or pertaining to certain geologic time period [adj] 

CERESINS CEEINRSS CERESIN, hard whitish wax [n] 

CHAINERS ACEHINRS ARCHINES, CHAINERS, INARCHES, CHAINER, chainman (surveyor's assistant who uses measuring chain) [n] 

CHAPPALS AACHLPPS CHAPPAL, sandal worn in India [n] 

CHARETTE ACEEHRTT CHARETTE -S, CATHETER, CHARETTE, meeting for brainstorming [n -S] 

CHARTISM ACHIMRST CHARTISM -S, use of financial charts to predict future trends [n -S] 
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CHATLINE ACEHILNT CHATLINE -S, CHATLINE, ETHNICAL, telephone service that allows conversation among several callers [n -S] 

CHECKBOX BCCEHKOX small box on computer screen to be clicked on to select feature [n -ES] 

CHEDARIM ACDEHIMR CHEDER, heder (Jewish school) [n] 

CHERRIER CEEHIRRR CHERRY, of light red color [adj] 

CHHERTUM CEHHMRTU CHETRUM, monetary unit of Bhutan [n]  

CHIMENEA ACEEHIMN CHIMENEA -S, outdoor fireplace shaped like lightbulb [n -S] 

CHIMINEA ACEHIIMN CHIMINEA -S, chimenea (outdoor fireplace shaped like lightbulb) [n -S] 

CHINCHED CCDEHHIN CHINCH, to chinse (to fill seams in boat or cabin) [v] 

CHINSING CGHIINNS CHINSE, to fill seams in boat or cabin [v] 

CHIPSETS CEHIPSST CHIPSET, set of integrated circuits [n] 

CHOLIAMB ABCHILMO CHOLIAMB -S, type of poetic meter [n -S] 

CHOOSILY CHILOOSY CHOOSY, hard to please [adv] 

CHOREBOY BCEHOORY CHOREBOY -S, boy employed to do odd jobs [n -S] 

CHROMOLY CHLMOORY CHROMOLY -S, steel alloy made of chromium and molybdenum [n -LIES, -S] 

CHUCKERS CCEHKRSU CHUCKER, one that chucks (to throw (to propel through air with movement of arm)) [n] 

CHUMMIES CEHIMMSU CHUMMIES -T, CHUMMY, man not personally known to speaker from Newfoundland [n] 

CHUNDERS CDEHNRSU CHUNDER, to vomit (to eject contents of stomach through mouth) [v] 

CHURINGA ACGHINRU CHURINGA -S, sacred object of Australian Aboriginals [n -S] 

CIABATTA AAABCITT CIABATTA -S, type of Italian bread [n -S] 

CINEPLEX CEEILNPX trademark [n -ES] 

CIPAILLE ACEIILLP CIPAILLE -S, pie with layers of meat and pastry [n -S] 

CIRRUSES CEIRRSSU CIRRUSES, CRUISERS, SCURRIES, CIRRUS, tendril or similar part [n] 

CLEANISH ACEHILNS CLEAN, free from dirt or stain [adj] 

CLEANOUT ACELNOTU CLEANOUT -S, act of cleaning something out [n -S] 

CLEAROUT ACELORTU CLEAROUT -S, action of removing unwanted material from place [n -S] 

CLEARWAY AACELRWY CLEARWAY -S, CLEARWAY, CLAYWARE, road on which stopping is not permitted [n -S] 

CLIFFTOP CFFILOPT CLIFFTOP -S top of cliff [n -S] 

CLITTERS CEILRSTT CLITTER, to make thin rattling sound [v] 

CLONKIER CEIKLNOR CLONKY, making dull thumping sound [adj] 

CLOTBURS BCLORSTU CLOTBUR, type of plant with prickly seeds [n] 

CLUBLAND ABCDLLNU CLUBLAND -S, area having many nightclubs [n -S] 

CLUBMATE ABCELMTU CLUBMATE -S, fellow member of club [n -S] 

CLUBMOSS BCLMOSSU green plant resembling large moss [n -ES] 

CLUCKERS CCEKLRSU CLUCKER, chicken [n] 

CLUMPERS CELMPRSU CLUMPERS, CRUMPLES, SCRUMPLE, CLUMPER, large floating chunk of ice [n] 

CLUMPETS CELMPSTU CLUMPET, clumper (large floating chunk of ice) [n] 

COALFACE AACCEFLO COALFACE -S, place where coal is cut out of rock [n -S] 

COARSISH ACHIORSS COARSE, rough (having uneven surface) [adj] 

COAXINGS ACGINOSX COAXING, act of cajoling [n] 

COCURATE ACCEORTU to curate jointly [v -D, -TING, -S]  

CODOMAIN ACDIMNOO CODOMAIN, MONOACID, mathematical set [n -S] 

COELIACS ACCEILOS CALICOES, COELIACS, COELIAC, celiac (one that has chronic nutritional disturbance) [n] 

COINVEST CEINOSTV COINVEST -S, to invest jointly [v -ED, -ING, -S]  

COLORISE CEILOORS COLORISE -DS, to colorize (to give color to black-and-white film) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

COLTHOOD CDHLOOOT COLTHOOD -S, state or time of being colt [n -S] 

COMBOVER BCEMOORV COMBOVER -S, hair that is combed over bald spot [n -S] 

COMEDIST CDEIMOST COMEDIST -S, writer of comedies [n -S] 
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COMPINGS CGIMNOPS COMPING, playing of jazz accompaniment [n] 

CONLANGS ACGLNNOS CONLANG, constructed language [n]  

CONTANGO ACGNNOOT CONTANGO -S, postponement of transfer of stock [n -S] 

COOLABAH AABCHLOO COOLABAH -S, Australian gum tree [n -S] 

COOLIBAH ABCHILOO COOLIBAH -S, coolabah (Australian gum tree) [n -S] 

COONSHIT CHINOOST COONSHIT -S, offensive word [n -S] 

COPIABLE ABCEILOP capable of being copied [adj] 

CORELLAS ACELLORS CORELLA, small cockatoo [n] 

CORMLETS CELMORST CORMLET, small corm [n] 

CORNETTI CEINORTT CONTRITE, CORNETTI, CORNETTO, musical wind instrument [n] 

CORNETTO CENOORTT CORNETTO -S, musical wind instrument [n -TTI, -S] 

CORNETTS CENORSTT CORNETT, cornetto (musical wind instrument) [n] 

CORNSILK CIKLNORS CORNSILK -S, silky thread on ear of corn [n -S] 

CORRETTO CEOORRTT CORRETTO -S, espresso mixed with brandy or liqueur [n -S] 

COSTINGS CGINOSST COSTINGS, GNOSTICS, COSTING, estimation of price of production of something [n] 

COTTAGED ACDEGOTT COTTAGE, to vacation at small house [v] 

COVERTER CEEORRTV COVERT, referring to hiding place [adj] 

COWPUNKS CKNOPSUW COWPUNK, music combining country and western styles with punk rock [n] 

COWTOWNS CNOOSTWW COWTOWN, town or city in cattle-raising area [n] 

CRACKIER ACCEIKRR CRACKY, having cracks [adj] 

CRACKIES ACCEIKRS CRACKIES -T, CRACKIE, small dog of mixed breed [n] 

CRATEFUL ACEFLRTU CRATEFUL -S, as much as crate can hold [n -S] 

CRAVENER ACEENRRV CRAVEN, lacking courage [adj] 

CRAZINGS ACGINRSZ CRAZING, fine surface crack on pottery [n] 

CREPERIE CEEEIPRR CREPERIE -S, CREEPIER, CREPERIE, restaurant that serves crepes (thin pancakes) [n -S] 

CREPITUS CEIPRSTU CREPITUS, CUPRITES, PICTURES, PIECRUST, grating sound made in breathing [n CREPITUS] 

CROFTING CFGINORT CROFT, to farm on small tenant farm [v] 

CROONIER CEINOORR CROONY, having or being soft singing style [adj] 

CROSSPLY CLOPRSSY having layers of fabric with cords lying crosswise in tire [adj] 

CROSTATA AACORSTT CROSTATA -S, CASTRATO, CROSTATA, type of fruit tart [n -S] 

CROTALES ACELORST CROTALES, LOCATERS, SECTORAL, CROTALE, small cymbal [n] 

CROWBAIT ABCIORTW CROWBAIT -S, old horse [n -S] 

CRUISIER CEIIRRSU CRUISEY, cruisy (frequented by homosexuals seeking partners) [adj] / CRUISY [adj] 

CRUMMILY CILMMRUY CRUMMY, of little or no value [adv] 

CUFFABLE ABCEFFLU intended to be folded down to ankle -- used of sock [adj] 

CULCHIER CCEHILRU CULCHIE, offensive word [adj] 

CULCHIES CCEHILSU CULCHIES -T, CULCHIE, offensive word [n] 

CULSHIER CEHILRSU CULSHIE, offensive word [adj] 

CULSHIES CEHILSSU CULSHIES -T, CULSHIE, offensive word [n] 

CURATION ACINORTU CURATION -S, work of curator [n -S] 

CURCUMIN CCIMNRUU CURCUMIN -S, coloring ingredient of spice turmeric [n -S] 

CURSILLO CILLORSU CURSILLO -S, type of spiritual retreat (seclusion with group) [n -S] 

CURTANAS AACNRSTU CURTANA, type of English sword [n] 

CUTBLOCK BCCKLOTU CUTBLOCK -S, limited area authorized for logging [n -S] 

CUTLETTE CEELTTTU CUTLETTE -S, breaded patty of chopped meat [n -S] 

CUTSCENE CCEENSTU CUTSCENE -S, type of scene in computer games [n -S] 

CYATHIUM ACHIMTUY flower head of certain plants [n -IA] 
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CYBERWAR ABCERRWY CYBERWAR -S, conflict in which enemies try to gain access to each other's computer systems [n -S] 
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